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When Yehuda approached Yosef to plead for mercy on behalf of Binyomin, explaining how much 
their father Yaakov would suffer if they failed to return with his beloved son, Yosef was unable to hold 
himself back anymore. He ordered all of his Egyptian officers and servants out of the room and revealed 
his true identity to his brothers, telling them, “I am Yosef. Is my father still alive?” The Torah records that 
his brothers were unable to answer him, because they were confused and flustered מפניו – from before him. 
What precisely caused Yosef’s brothers such consternation, and why does the Torah emphasize that they 
were unsettled מפניו, which literally means “from his face,” rather than ממנו – from him? 

The commentators explain that Yosef’s brothers thought that just like Avrohom and Yitzchok had 
children who did not follow in their righteous ways – Yishmael and Eisav, respectively – so too Yaakov 
had Yosef. They reasoned that just as Yitzchok loved Eisav because he trapped him with his cunning mouth, 
so too Yaakov loved Yosef because he presented himself as a righteous tzaddik who informed his father 
about all the sin he purportedly witnessed his brothers committing (Rashi 37:2), and they also observed him 
beautifying his hair and eyes (Ibid.). These experiences caused Yosef’s brothers to deem him a rodef 
(pursuer), who could endanger or even destroy the entire future of the Jewish people. They therefore 
concluded that they were justified in throwing him into a pit and selling him into slavery. 

In spite of all this, at the moment that the brothers heard the words, “I am Yosef,” they realized that 
all their calculations were in error. The true Yosef was now revealed: Yosef HaTzaddik. The Yosef they 
thought they knew and hated was not the real Yosef, but rather a false figment of their imaginations, created 
by their personal biases. To throw an evil pursuer into a pit and sell him into slavery was perfectly 
legitimate, and was in fact a great mitzvah, to the extent that they excommunicated anybody who revealed 
the truth to Yaakov, and they even joined Hashem to their group to complete the required quorum of ten 
(Rashi 37:33). However, to treat a pure and holy tzaddik like this – oy! This recognition is alluded to by the 
Torah recording that Yosef’s brothers were confused by his פנים, which alludes to his פנימיות – inner essence, 
as at that moment they saw the real Yosef – Yosef HaTzaddik – whose interior was holy and pure, in 
contrast to their inaccurate assumptions based on his outward appearance and conduct, and this is what 
startled them. 

The Medrash (Bereishis Rabbah 93:10) understands Yosef’s words to his brothers not as a factual 
question, but rather as an implicit rebuke. The Medrash derives from his brothers’ inability to answer him 
a lesson regarding how great our shame and embarrassment will be when Hashem rebukes us לפי מה שהוא 
in His Heavenly Court. What is the comparison between the reproach that Yosef’s brothers received and 
the rebuke that we will receive from Hashem after 120 years? Additionally, what does it mean that Hashem 
will reprimand each person לפי מה שהוא? 



The Lakewood Mashgiach, Rav Nosson Wachtfogel (Leket Reshimos pg. 26), often remarked that a person says 
Kiddush Levanah for 70 years, during which he gives “Shalom Aleichem” to his friend and seeks out additional 
people to whom to say “Shalom Aleichem,” yet a person never bothers to give “Shalom Aleichem” to himself by 
meeting and getting to know his true essence. 

Who are we? Who is a Jew? We all know that we possess a body and a soul. We therefore have the option 
of identifying ourselves using one of the following two perspectives (as recorded in the sefer Da Es Atzmecha pg. 75): A 
body that contains within it a neshama, meaning that our primary identification is with our body, just that the body 
also happens to contain a soul within it; or as a soul which appears with a body on top of it, such that our primary 
identification is with our soul, which happens to be enclosed by a body. The truth is clear: A Jew is a holy neshama, 
literally a part of the Divine from Above, not a physical body. Flesh and skin are nothing more than the physical 
garments known as the body. Is there anybody who identifies himself with the shirt that he wears? At night his shirt 
is already in the washing machine, and in the morning he dons a new shirt. Just as it is clear to a person that he is 
not the shirt and pants that are on his body, but rather a person who is wearing them, so too a Jew is a neshama 
which is dressed in a physical body. 

With this insight, we now understand that we are destined to find ourselves in a situation very similar to 
that of Yosef’s brothers when they recognized him. Their feelings of disconcertedness were due to two factors: the 
realization that Yosef was a tzaddik, not the rodef trying to destroy the Jewish people that they had assumed; and 
the fact that the terrible cruelty they showed by throwing him into a pit and selling him into slavery was done to 
such a pure and holy individual. 

When a person goes up to heaven, his true identity will be revealed to him. There won’t be a physical body 
or other covering to conceal our true identities. We will see clearly that we are holy neshamos, portions of Hashem 
from Above, much holier and loftier than any angel. We will be extremely shocked and startled when we see 
ourselves accurately, and we realize the tremendous holiness that we possess, in stark contrast to the earthly body 
with which we identified throughout our lives. This will be similar to the shock that Yosef’s brothers experienced 
when they recognized that he was a tzaddik, not a rodef. 

Moreover, we will be shaken and humiliated when we understand that all of our evil actions were done 
against that holy neshama. We acted cruelly toward our souls and defiled them with the filth of our evil inclinations. 
We took the holiest thing in the entire creation – a portion of Hashem Himself – and brought it to spiritually impure 
and dirty places. We lowered it and disgraced it time after time, by using it to speak forbidden words, looking at 
forbidden images, and doing acts that should not be done (see Shaarei Teshuvah 1:10), all because of passing and fleeting 
pleasures. The mind cannot fathom the humiliation and shame that will come from this recognition. 

For this reason, the Medrash emphasizes that the primary rebuke by Hashem will be לפי מה שהוא, as He 
opens a person’s eyes and enables him to recognize his true essence and see what he did to his holy neshama through 
his sins. We are in a situation far worse than that of Yosef’s brothers; they did not recognize Yosef, but we do not 
even know ourselves! May it be Hashem’s will that we merit recognizing ourselves while we are still in this world 
and that we should act as one should act with a holy neshama, so that we will not be embarrassed and humiliated in 
the World to Come. 

  
 

Since a person has the wisdom and knowledge to save himself and flee from the 
destruction of his neshama, how is it possible that he wishes to avert his eyes from 

his rescue? 
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